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This November, Rep. Jackie Walorski will face off with Mel Hall for a
seat in the House of Representatives.
They share one striking trait in common. Both are Taylor graduates.
The two candidates will face off
in Indiana’s Second Congressional
District, as the incumbent Republican, Walorski, seeks a fourth term.
The district has a history of swinging across party lines, the previous
occupant being Democrat Senator
Joe Donnelly.
Walorski’s path to politics was a
long road. She graduated in 1985
with a degree in Communications
and Public Administration after
transferring from Liberty Baptist
College.
“Jackie showed evidence of being a
future leader as she showed creativity and a positive attitude through her
personality,” Taylor Professor Emeritus Charles Kirkpatrick said. “I was
not surprised when I learned that
she had won a seat in the U.S. Congress from her district in northern
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Mel Hall graduated from Taylor in 1975.
This is his first foray into politics.
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Jackie Walorski graduated from Taylor in
1985. She is the incumbent for Indiana’s
Second Congressional District

Indiana a couple of years ago.”
After graduation, Walorski held
a variety of positions, ranging from
television reporter to roles at various universities and organizations.
In the early 2000s, she founded a
missionary organization in Romania, where she stayed until 2004.
Upon her return to the United
States, she began her political career in the Republican Party. After
six years in the State Senate, she ran
her first congressional campaign,
against Joe Donnelly, and lost. After redistricting altered the local

political landscape, she launched
her second attempt in 2012. It
proved successful.
Hall, meanwhile, graduated from
Taylor 10 years earlier in 1975 with a
degree in history. One of his freshman year roommates, Tim Herrmann, remains at Taylor as the
director of the Master of Arts in
Higher Education program.
“Mel grew up on a farm near Marion and was part of a wonderful family who often welcomed me into their
home,” Herrmann said. “Mel was a
great roommate and friend who was
a lot of fun but who also cared deeply for others. As a college student
he had a strong sense of ‘fairness’
and often looked out for others….
I would be remiss not to note his
sense of humor — Mel had a very
sharp wit in every sense of that term

International student recruitment shifts

ESL responds to
recruitment changes
Abigail Roberts
Staff Writer

This year, Taylor welcomed 26 international students from 18 nations,
two Korean exchange students and
zero new English as a Second Language (ESL) students.
Developed in 2009, Taylor’s 4-year
ESL program has had an average of
eight students a year primarily from
Korea and China, but also in the past
from Japan, Spain, the Congo and Ecuador. Although small, the ESL program has had enough students to
populate the classes. However, the
number of students has been slowly
declining since 2014.
Taylor also offers exchange programs for international students currently enrolled in universities abroad
desiring to take college-level classes
in the United States for one or two semesters. With an average of five students a semester, this program has
also seen less student enrollment after the fall of 2016.
“I would not want to live in a world
without language diversity,” ESL program director Jack Peterson said. “ESL
students bring with them an increase
of knowledge, world experience and
curiosity of the world through their
different languages and that makes
this campus a richer place.”
The ESL program is not just for ESL
students, but also for students and
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The Office of intercultural Programs handles international and ESL students.

faculty within the Teaching English
as a Second language department
Kiplangat Cheruiyot Bii, director of
Taylor World Outreach, pointed out.
“Without these students, it is a big
loss,” Kiplangat Cheruiyot Bii said.
After the transition of the admissions office’s previous international
recruitment officer, Dereck Kamwesa, in spring 2017, Yosef Teklewold was
hired in Nov. 2017. His role is now split
between applied science majors and
international students.
In addition, there are few other people recruiting specifically for the ESL
and Exchange programs broadly. Chin
Chang, department chair of modern
language and professor of Spanish has
worked with Handong Global University and Hallym University to recruit
alongside Charlie Brainer, associate
dean of international programs and
Asian Initiative.
Taylor also has a partnership with

the Japanese Bible Society which has
sent two students in the last three
years, sophomore Maki Ohashi and
Hiroki Kuroda.
“No one has, as their load, recruiting
internationally,” Peterson said. “I think
we have seen the effects of not having a recruitment plan that can ride
the waves . . . Taylor needs to examine
its priorities and see if it is something
they value enough to recruit for.”
Juniors Stephanie Mithika and Jamal Strachan were both visited by a
Taylor international recruitment officer while in high school.
“I think it's important that someone like Dereck came to visit my high
school,” said Mithika. “As a foreign, international student, I was rather hesitant about picking a school that I had
never heard of . . . in the cornfields of
Indiana! Dereck gave me more context
for Taylor . . . (which) I would have written off solely because of the location.”

Jerry Jenkins gives
advice to next generation
Staff Writer
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Strachan agrees that when coming
to another country for university it is
helpful for someone of a similar culture to yours to share what the transition and new culture will be like.
According to Nate Chu, assistant director of admissions, the admissions
office is striving toward betterment, if
that means international students are
more cared for, even if that is reflected in the numbers, that is still better.
“We are not where we need to be or
where we want to be,” Chu said. “But
we have come a long way even since
my time as a student. We don’t want
to set a target number (of international students) because then the number
becomes the goal . . . It is not about
being a statistic here at Taylor, but
each student's growth.”
For the last two years, the admissions
office has hosted 15 Korean students on
average, from Korean Wells High school,
for Taylor’s CRAM summer program.
Freshman, Deok Jun Lee, the first
Korean Wells High School graduate
to attend Taylor expressed how important it is for him to share Korean
culture with the Taylor campus.
“There is so much history and information about the world that people need to know and see,” Lee said.
Debby Cheruiyot Bii, director of
International Student Programs,
believes having both international students and missionary kids
provides the opportunity to open
doors for what the Lord has planned
for fellow students and expands
INTERNATIONAL continues on Page 2

Famed 'Left Behind' author Jenkins visits Taylor
Emily Pawlowski

@Echo_TaylorU

and I was both benefactor and target
of his humor many times… he was a
fun guy to be around.”
Alan Winquist, professor emeritus
of history, also remembered Hall’s
time at Taylor. He shared how he
met the then-senior Hall in one of
his first classes at Taylor, a course
in Russian civilization he had not
expected to teach. Over the course
of the semester, however, Winquist
grew close with the students and
remained in touch with several of
them, including Hall.
After Taylor, Hall went into seminary at Asbury University and accepted a placement leading a church
in urban Detroit, where he spearheaded multiple new social programs to invest in the members of
the community.
Hall would later shift direction
in life, earning a Ph.D. from Notre Dame and joining Press Ganey,
a healthcare data management
company that monitors patient
experiences. Hall would eventually become CEO, widely expanding
the company. This election marks
his first foray into politics, a campaign based largely on a healthcare platform.
echo@taylor.edu

On Thursday, Sept. 27, bestselling author Jerry B. Jenkins came to Taylor’s
campus to pass on his experience to
aspiring writers.
Though he is best known for co-authoring the “Left Behind” series, Jenkins
has written more than 190 books. He visited Taylor campus to share the lessons
he had learned from years of writing articles and books.
“He has a long history with Taylor,
he’s known about our Professional Writing department for many years,” Linda
Taylor, professor of professional writing
said. “He worked with (Dennis) Hensley, that was kind of where the relationship started.”
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Jerry Jenkins spoke at several professional writing and
journalism classes about his personal experiences as an author.

This summer, after Hensley’s resignation, Donna Downs, associate professor of media communication and
co-chair of the communications department, decided to reach out to
Jenkins and offer thanks for his years
of support.

Jenkins responded with a promise
to continue working with the program and its students. Not only that,
but he also explained he would be
in the area in September and would
be willing to talk to students about
his career.

“I was just excited to have him
come because he has been so supportive of the program,” Taylor said. “He’s
very successful, obviously, and it was
just wonderful to have him come be an
encouragement to our students who are
pursuing writing.”
Jenkins spoke to four different
groups during his time on campus.
He started the day with breakfast
with a group of Professional Writing majors about to leave for a writing conference. He then spoke to the
magazine and feature writing class
about his experiences in the publishing world.
That was followed with a talk to
the intro to media writing class. He
then met with some staff, then finished off his day engaging in discussion with the Professional Writing
majors.
AUTHOR continues on Page 2
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Upland bridges the gap with new bike trail

Project to connect
Cardinal Greenway
Ellie Tiemens
Staff Writer

Taylor students and Upland residents will soon have access to over
one mile of bike trails as part of the
Upland Area Greenways Association’s construction project.
This mile-long stretch of trail
through Upland is part of a larger
plan to bridge the Cardinal Greenway Trail’s 12-mile gap that stretches between Gaston and Gas City.
Though everything from penny
boards to razor scooters and unicycles are seen around campus, it
is clear that the students’ favored
mode of transport is the bicycle.
Sophomore Taylor Marshall frequently uses biking both as a way
to get to class and as a fun way to
exercise. For Marshall, the addition of a bike trail through Upland
means a way to spend more time
in the community.
“I love biking around campus,

and now I can go adventure to different areas around Upland and
just get exposed to new environments,” Marshall said.
Ron Sutherland, president of
Upland Area Greenways and special assistant to President P. Lowell Haines, expects construction
to begin this month. Bids for the
project opened last Thursday at a
town hall meeting. Though Sutherland has had to deal with red tape
during this project, including the
implementation of measures to
protect the Indiana Brown Bat — a
species that builds summer homes
in the trees that would be cleared
in order to build the trail — the
raising of funds for a federal grant,
and having to follow federal rules
for wetland protection, he expects
the trail to be open to the public by
the end of this fall.
“It’s been a long year for the organization,” Sutherland said, “but
it’s been fun.”
Sutherland sees many benefits
of this trail for both the Taylor and
Upland communities. When the

Cardinal Greenways Trail is completed, over 60 miles of continuous
bike trail will stretch from Richmond, Indiana to Marion, and will
connect six colleges and universities, including Taylor. Sutherland
envisions the possibility of a college bike race, or simply a fun day
of students riding the trails.

“We believe (the trail) creates
another amenity, another positive
reason to live and work and be
in Upland” Sutherland said. “The
community side is that it continues to show that Upland is trying
to take strides to move ahead as
a great place to live and work and

FiTU: holistic
fitness for faculty
New Taylor employee
wellness program
Taylor Budzikowski
Staff Writer

Taylor has started fresh with the new
FiTU Employee Wellness Program
due to low participation in the previous program, Healthy Habits. Faculty and staff are encouraged by the
program to model healthy lifestyles
to their students.
During the 2017–2018 school year,
only 20 percent of eligible employees participated in the wellness
program because it was confusing
in nature. The new Employee Wellness Program hopes to increase
Taylor employee and spouse participation through a holistic approach
to healthy living, monetary incentives and weekly meetings with a
Wellness Coach.
During the fiscal year of June 1,
2018 – May 31, 2019, employees enrolled in the Taylor health plan can

receive a $75.00 wellness incentive
when they participate in a blood
draw and visit their family physician.
Staff and faculty can receive an additional $75.00 wellness incentive if
they meet with Wellness Coach Eric
Manor to discuss short and longterm health goals.
“They really wanted to encourage
that first step of getting the bloodwork done and completed and meeting with their physician along with
utilizing their wellness coach,” Manor said.
Manor is on campus every Thursday to support faculty and staff.
Employees can schedule one-onone appointments with Manor who
works as a Parkview Health employee out of Fort Wayne, Indiana.
The new Employee Wellness Program will focus on mind, body, spirit
and community.
“They have really exhibited what it
looks like to live a righteous life that
physically, mentally and spiritually
does glorify the Lord through their

Trevor Osswald's
Photos of the Week

any

10/5 – 4 p.m.
Lewis & Friends Tea
Zondervan 142
Taylor University

weekend
10/5 – 5 p.m.
Penthouse “Dad Joke”
Comedy Night
Samuel Morris Hall
Taylor University

raise a family . . . it is just fun to be
engaged in a community that has
a vision to see things change, and
this is a part of that.”
With updated conveniences like
this bike trail in place, Upland continues to grow closer to becoming
the perfect place to live.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior Josh Fuder helps train students in health living.

bodies,” senior Sara Bergen said.
Bergen described how her professors modeled a healthy lifestyle
to her throughout her time at Taylor as a student in the exercise science department.
The program provides Taylor faculty and staff the opportunity to improve their overall health and fitness.
In addition, the program educates
employees on health insurance benefits and retirement plans.
According to Manor, increased
faculty and staff participation is a

INTERNATIONAL continued from
student’s worldview.
“If we don’t have those numbers we
are shortchanging US students coming to Taylor,” said Debby Cheruiyot Bii.
Mithika stated that investing in international recruitment prioritizes
making our community a space where
we can practice new ways of seeing,
listening, thinking and living, that we
only gain from truly, intentionally diverse communities.
Chu shared that the admissions office
is always thinking of how do we recruit
a well-rounded class to be a better representation of the body of Christ.
“A Christ-centered community reflects every nation, every tribe, every
tongue,” said Strachan.
Peterson believes that if Taylor is
making any claims on being an international campus they need to not only
focus on training those from Indiana.
And if its stated mission is to “develop
servant leaders marked with a passion
to minister Christ's redemptive love and
truth to a world in need,” the campus
should echo those claims.

Need
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Construction on the bike path has begun near The Bridge.

plans?

short-term goal of the employee
wellness program.
“Long-term, we are looking to encourage employees and spouses to
be their best self and to really understand that lifestyle decision affects
a lot of different areas of your life,”
Manor said.
The FiTU Employee Wellness Program provides employees the resources they need to live healthy
lifestyles and promotes the holistic
wellness of the Taylor community.
echo@taylor.edu
If this is Taylor’s desired narrative,
the community should reflect it.
“There is so much history and information about the world that people need to

know and see,” Lee said.
Debby Cheruiyot Bii, director of
International Student Programs,
believes having both international
students and missionary kids provides the opportunity to open doors
for what the Lord has planned for
fellow students and expands student’s worldview.
“If we don’t have those numbers
we are shortchanging US students
coming to Taylor,” said Bii.
Mithika stated that investing
in international recruitment prioritizes making our community
a space where we can practice
new ways of seeing, listening,
thinking and living, that we only
gain from truly, intentionally diverse communities.
Chu shared that the admissions office is always thinking of
how do we recruit a well-rounded class to be a better representation of the body of Christ.
“A Christ-centered community

Upcoming

10/5 – 7 & 9 p.m.

10/6 – 10 a.m.

events.

10/7 – 10 a.m.– 5 p.m.
Indiana Renaissance Faire

Monument Circle Art Fair

Cornwall Auditorium
Taylor University

reflects every nation, every tribe,
every tongue,” said Strachan.
Peterson believes that if Taylor is making any claims on being an international campus they
need to not only focus on training those from Indiana. And if
its stated mission is to “develop servant leaders marked with
a passion to minister Christ's
redemptive love and truth to
a world in need,” the campus
should echo those claims.
If this is Taylor’s desired narrative, the community should reflect it.
echo@taylor.edu

local

10/6 – 1, 7 & 9 p.m.
Won’t You Be My Neighbor?

“I was so excited to see someone whom I’d read during my childhood days at campus,” senior Hope
Bolinger said. “His talk really challenged me especially in fiction.”
Jenkins spent some time talking
about the importance of emotion.
He gave several examples from his
own life and challenged students
with the question: “Can you still
be moved?”
Most of the time, however, Jenkins
opened up his time to answer student questions. He has more than
40 years of experience writing everything from newspaper articles
to book series, so he could answer
writing questions of every kind.
Throughout his talks Jenkins covered the importance of interviewing
techniques, proper time management
and deadlines.
Jenkins also stressed the importance
of not asking too much from the people
journalists interview.
“I made it a point to never ask famous athletes for anything but their
time,” Jenkins said. “They were getting
paid to have this book be done, and so
I wasn’t asking them for tickets or pictures or pendants. Everybody in their
orbit was asking for that stuff all the
time. And they notice that. They appreciate that.”
Campus response to his visit has been
overwhelmingly positive. Many appreciated the chance to hear from their
childhood hero. Others felt encouraged
by the effort Jenkins made to reach out
to students.
“Knowing he was coming to see us
made me feel like he cared about us,”
sophomore professional writing major
Clark Murray said. “It is really cool on
his part to do that. I don’t believe that
most would do that.”
echo@taylor.edu

Indianapolis, Ind.

Ruoff Home Mortgage
Music Center
Noblesville, Ind.
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‘‘‘‘A lot of students when they get out of
college don’t really know how to cook, or
about nutrition, or anything healthy with
food,’ Smith said.”
Chef ’s Table is creating interactive spaces
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Chef ’s Table is creating interactive spaces

The Chef ’s Table teaches
students about food
Chrishauna Curry
Contributor

We all gather to eat together, but
what does it mean to gather at the
Chef ’s Table?
The Chef ’s Table is a Creative Dining event on campus where the staff
interacts with students while also
creating a learning atmosphere for
them. This event enables students
to learn more about nutrition and
making different dishes. Nathaniel
Malone, associate dining services
director, wanted to be more interactive with the students at Taylor,
and created the Chef ’s Table.
Chef ’s Table is a themed event
that occurs twice a semester which
consists of cooking demonstrations, cooking competitions, dish
critiquing and a bit of sustainability education.
Rebekah Smith, Creative Dining
marketing coordinator, said the
event just recently began as of last
year. She has hosted and promoted
the four Chef ’s Tables Creative Dining has had so far. The first one being called “Talking Turkey” where
students learned to make turkeys
while engaging in conversation with
one another .
The most recent Chef ’s Table
event was held at the taylor garden
next to the Randall building on September 11. Students participated
by cooking dishes with ingredients
naturally grown from the garden.
Smith said that it was a great opportunity for students to get away
from store bought ingredients.
The garden’s Chef ’s Table consisted of planting lavenders, playing a
game of “name that herb,” learning
about more fruits and vegetables,
taking a tour of the garden, sitting
around the fire and cooking meals.
Chefs made corn capris salads as
an appetizer with a main course
of sweet potato topped with ginger and candy bacon along with a
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The Chef’s Table crew gets ready for another interactive event.

dessert of French beignets topped
with a kettle sauce. Chef Malone
made these delicious dishes while
holding a GoPro video camera and
produced a cooking video which
can be found on his YouTube channel. The Creative Dining staff also
partnered with Phil Grabowski,
professor of sustainable development. Grabowski gave a tour of
the garden and helped students
pick sunflower seeds while giving a talk about sustainability and

food growth.
“A lot of students when they get
out of college don’t really know how
to cook, or about nutrition, or anything healthy with food,” Smith said.
With that being said, the Creative
Dining staff saw Chef ’s Table as a
good opportunity to educate students on nutrition, cooking and
food production.
The Chef ’s Table is a unique experience for both the Creative Dining
staff and the student body. Malone

stated that he enjoys Chef ’s Table
because it is a different experience
from simply cooking food for students. He hopes the staff will be able
to conduct two Chef ’s Table events
per semester.
“The atmosphere was lovely and
it exceeded all my expectations and
the food was delicious,” sophomore
Claire Rush said.
Although previous Chef ’s Tables
have been a success, Smith and
Malone said they wish for more

students to RSVP for the next upcoming Chef ’s Table. According to
Malone, the next Chef ’s Table will
most likely be held in November. Information about the next Chef ’s Table and how to RSVP will be placed
in the student announcements.
“Take advantage of the opportunity,” Rush said. “It’s not just like eating
the same food served outside, but
they actually try to make it very special and make it a great experience.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Alan D. Blanchard, Ph.D.

•
The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices on Taylor
University’s campus fairly and without bias and to be a vehicle
of accurate and pertinent information to the student body. The
Echo also aims to be a forum that fosters healthy discussion about
relevant issues, acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.
Student journalists have published The Echo weekly since
1913, except for January term, exam week and holidays.
The Echo is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.

Last Spring, after much thought, conversation and prayer, Jon Cavanagh
decided on the Chapel theme for this
year: Consider.
Cavanagh sees the word “consider”
as a process of remembering. Pausing.
Thinking. Reflecting. Remembering.
This is the process we subject ourselves to when we consider. We consider Scripture. We consider what
God has done for us. We consider
God’s promises for the future.
“I don’t think you can just tell students what to think,” Cavanagh said.
“I think there needs to be some sort of
invitation to examination.”
This theme will be used throughout
the year as chapel speakers (including
Tim Tebow) and Cavanagh help us to
understand what it means to consider. It began this fall with a discussion
about what considering looks like in
our lives and with Scripture.
It will continue into J-term as
speakers transition into understanding the idea of commitment in our
consideration. Finally, the spring will
wrap up the theme with the concept
of learning how to make decisions
from our consideration.
“What does that mean to thoughtfully examine?” Cavanagh asked.
One of the challenges Cavanagh faced when thinking about a
theme was finding something that
the students would remember without adding another Christian buzzword. Cavanagh didn’t want to create
something that would lose meaning
with students.
Cavanagh also thought about the
Spiral Curriculum (encountering the
same topics but engaging with them
deeper each time you come back to
them) when he decided on Consider

Jon Cavanagh hopes students will pause with thoughtful examination.

Photograph by Ellie Bookmyer

as the theme. The idea is that each
time students encounter something
relating to “consider,” they encounter it with deeper engagement and
thought than before.
“If people have heard a topic before,
will they allow themselves to get past
the eye roll and to really engage,” Cavanagh said.
Just like considering, Chapel will be
a process this year of thoughtfully examining. Cavanagh hopes that this
theme will help students stop and listen to one another. He also hopes it
will teach students patience in long
suffering as they engage with difficult
or controversial topics during their
time here.
Photograph by Ellie Bookmyer
With time, Cavanagh believes we
Jon Cavanagh prepares to share about considering.
will each stop, take a breath and listen
to one another. Considering means
“My hope is that pause would be and actions that honor God more and
taking a pause to thoughtfully exam- what the Holy Spirit fills,” Cavanagh more in everything we do.”
said. “That we would have thoughts
ine what is going on around us.
echo@taylor.edu
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Meet the Arts and Entertainment editor
Introducing you to
another team member
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Everyone knows those outdated and
cliche social media bios with the line,
“I love long walks on the beach/in
the woods/to the fridge.” But for junior Elizabeth Hartmann, the Arts
and Entertainment section editor
for The Echo, long walks really are
one of her favorite pastimes — and
for her, a “long walk,” can last for up
to 4 hours.
According to Hartmann, the wooded trails on campus are far too limited, so recently she walked from
Taylor’s campus to Payne’s, the local British restaurant five miles away,
then continued to the surrounding
countryside and back again, just for
the fun of it.
Walking gives Hartmann a chance
to experience and enjoy God’s handiwork in nature and allow herself
to think, wonder and let time slow
down. She hopes to share her appreciation of beauty during her time as
the Arts and Entertainment section
editor, which she took over in the
spring of 2018.
As a professional writing major,

Hartmann does not consider herself a journalist, but she loves how
her position as a section editor allows her to continue to showcase the
beauty she chooses to immerse herself in on a daily basis.
“I think (Arts and Entertainment)
is a really fun section because it’s really broad,” Hartmann said. “It covers music and gaming and film and
typical artwork, but also I’m trying
to add in poetry — kind of more literary artwork as well. There’s a little
bit of every style of art people are interested in, and I think everyone enjoys art on some level and can learn
a lot from art . . . God created us to
be creators and to be artists, and so
everyone I feel like — even if they’re
a science major — can create and appreciate art.”
Hartmann’s vision for the Arts and
Entertainment section is to make
room for student submissions based
on prompts and themes presented
each week. She hopes to include
more literary works of art such as different poetry formats, flash fiction
and other creative pieces inspired
by the season or upcoming holidays.
For example, the Halloween edition
will feature spooky pieces of fiction
submitted by Taylor students and
faculty.

In addition to making the Arts and
Entertainment section more interactive for students looking to publish
short creative works, Hartmann intends to continue filling the section
with articles showcasing the brilliant
actors, artists, musicians and gamers
Taylor’s community has to offer.
“The arts are an important part of
our lives, and the fact that The Echo
has an A&E section is testament to
that fact,” said Faculty Advisor for (T)
he Echo and Associate Professor of
Journalism Alan Blanchard. “Elizabeth Hartmann is a talented writer
and editor contributes much to the
overall high quality of The Echo. I
commend (The) Echo Co-Editorsin-Chief Gabby Carlson and Chrysa
Keenon for recognizing her abilities
and talents and for naming her A&E
editor at the start of this semester.
Elizabeth is a conscientious, organized and highly effective section
editor who meets or beats her deadlines all while regularly writing for
her section, too.”
To submit a short Halloween
themed piece to potentially featured
in The Echo, see the Arts and Entertainment section for submission details or contact Elizabeth Hartmann
at elizabeth_hartmann@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu
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“The arts are an important part of our lives, and the fact that
The Echo has an A&E section is testament to that fact.”

Discover Downtown Marion
T A Y L O R U N I V E R S I T Y Spend
your nights getting

SURVIVAL GUIDE
How to survive fall break
Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

Fall break approaches. Two extra
days of freedom. What are you going to do with them?
Sure, you can be boring and do
homework. Or visit your family. Or
— horror of horrors — stay on campus. But everyone knows you’re not
a true Taylor student unless you do
something totally epic for fall break.
Well, fasten your seatbelts, ladies
and gentlemen. The Taylor University Survival Guide is about to tell you
exactly what you need to do to not be
totally lame this fall break.
1. Get off campus.
If you stay on campus, you are
not cool. Grab your car. Grab
your friend’s car. Grab a stranger’s car. Hijack someone’s alpaca. It

doesn’t matter, as long as you flee
the premises.
2. Go somewhere exotic.
What, you were just going to go
home? Wrong! I want to see your
Snapchat story of your epic trip
to Peru.
3. Do something dangerous.
No, I don’t mean just procrastinate
on your homework. Live on the edge.
Wrestle a rattlesnake. Raft down a
river. Do it for the ‘gram!
4. Make it even better than
spring break.
You’ve seen the Facebook selfies.
You’ve heard the stories. Haven’t you
always wished you had a story to tell
from spring break like those other
college kids? Well, fall break is exactly like spring break, but cooler (literally). Party it up, dude!

5. Hardcore YOLO.
Do everything. Create the stories.
The regrets. The hit on your criminal record.
If you can’t seem to find a way to
get off campus, I guess you can do
lame things like get ahead on homework, relax under a tree or play
games with your friends. You could
spend time doing something you like
or watching your favorite TV show.
You could be really uncool and play
outside for once instead of staking
out the library with your nose in five
books.
Loser.
Note: The Echo News and The
Taylor University Survival Guide take
no responsibility for idiots who don’t
understand sarcasm. If you steal an
alpaca, we are not bailing you out.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylathon Results

to know Marion, Indiana
Lily Smith
Contributor

Are you looking for a Friday night of fun?
Discover Downtown Marion is your
solution. On Friday, Oct. 12, grab some of
your closest pals, hop in a car and head
to downtown Marion.
The Discover Downtown Marion
event is a chance to engage more fully
with the city of Marion, Indiana. Mikayla
Marazzi, director of marketing and communications for the Grant County Economic Growth Council describes it as a
self-guided tour of Marion.
The downtown area will be bursting
with goings-on for various age ranges. These activities include pop-up art
exhibits, tours through government
buildings, food trucks, live music and
more. Local favorites such as Payne’s
Restaurant, The Abbey Coffee Co. and
The Branch will be serving their cuisine during the event. Local businesses
like Bri B Boutique, Nutcracker Sweets
and West 5th Creative will also be selling
their products.
If you have a more childlike personality, stopping by the family fun section of
the event might suit you. Get a balloon

animal, color with chalk, receive a face
painting and more!
This event is aimed toward all of the
people in Grant County, giving them an
opportunity to explore the talent, food
and people tucked away in Marion.
Senior Anna Cummings is currently working with the Grant County Economic Growth Council as a marketing
and business development intern.
She has helped to organize and plan
the event.
“As a Taylor student myself, I know
people sometimes feel like there’s nothing going on in the area—but that misconception can cause us to really miss
out!” Cummings said. “This event is going to provide a lot of food, fun, and entertainment in one place and would be a
great way for students to get out into the
community and see what Grant County
has to offer. I personally am really looking forward to the building tours and
live music.”
With no charge of admission, this
event is the perfect opportunity to get
off campus, hang out with friends and
learn more about the community of
Grant County.
The event is from 5 p.m.–9 p.m., on 101
E. 4th St., Marion, Indiana.
Find more information on their Facebook site or at grantcounty.com.
echo@taylor.edu

Sophomore Men’s Team
Captain: Ross Kimbrell
Team Riders: Taylor Burns, Ethan
Cramer, Jack McNeil, Matt Wildman,
Mark Anderson, Jason Schug
Senior Women’s Team
Captain: Crysta Haynes
Team Riders: Katie Klingstedt,
Sarah Manko, Anna Clemens,
Grace Todd, Madeleine
Burkholder, Johannah Lindsay

Photograph provided by Facebook

Payne’s Restaurant’s food truck will be feeding the crowds at
the Discover Downtown Marion event this Friday!

The
sophomore
boys' team
took a more
relaxed
approach to
the race this
year, and it
payed off.

Photograph by Tim Hudson

The senior girls' team celebrates by showing off their wheel
and welcomes the new title of Taylathon 2018 champions.
Photograph by Tim Hudson

“If you stay on campus, you are not cool. Grab
your car. Grab your friend’s car. Grab a
stranger’s car. Hijack someone’s alpaca. It
doesn’t matter, as long as you flee the premises.”
Taylor University Survival Guide
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Generation of jams

Auditions for MyGen are
right around the corner
Leah Ryg
Contributor

Have you ever been sitting in your
car jamming to some old Taylor
Swift, wishing you could share your
talent with the world? Well lucky
for you, MyGen is right around the
corner.
MyGen is a production where students can showcase their talents
and represent their generation. All
the songs are from the year the senior class was born till now, so 1996
until today.
Audition requirements are laidback. “The whole process felt really fun because I got to spend time
doing what I love with two of my
dearest friends,” Senior Payton Scott
said.
You can audition in a group, with
a band, or as a solo act. The only
necessity in addition to a song from
this generation is that you have
live music.
If you are looking for someone to
perform with, there is a Google Document where you can list your skills

and contact information. This is an
easy way to connect with people
who can join your group. You can
also leave your information in this
document to be contacted if you are
looking to find a group.
Auditions are judged by the Student Activities Council (SAC) cabinet. President of SAC, senior
Katherine Klingstedt, said, “We try
to look holistically, we don’t want all
slow songs or big band songs. We try
to highlight different genres.”
To succeed at your audition, pick
a song that’s a little out of the ordinary. Be different. Use a song that
isn’t like everything else. Sing something that is not like what everyone
else will sing.
Scott said that her favorite part
was how unique her group's act
was. She said, “the act I did with
my fellow Olson PAs was definitely the most unique act I’d ever been
in. I loved that it was the group of
women I had been working with, on
stage jamming out to an empowering song. It felt unique to have an
all-girl band to rock out with.”
Signups for auditions are Oct.
3-5 at a table in the DC. Auditions
are Oct. 9 and 10 from 6 p.m. to 10

In 2016, this group of students performed “Ultralight Beam” and
wowed the audience with their unique talents.

p.m in the chapel. The SAC Cabinet
picks about 15 acts to perform in the
show.
Klingstedt said her favorite part

TheWeekly
BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

of the show is when someone who
doesn’t normally sing on stage, gets
up on stage and surprises everyone
— the people who make you say,

Amanda
Fleischmann

Fun Facts: Seth is a
Football state champion
in the state of Iowa,
has 8 total intramural
championships at Taylor
and has 0% body fat.

Fun Fact: Even though all
her friends call her "mom,"
she shows her wild side
by driving a bright red
convertible Mustang.

Weekly
Crossword

ACROSS
4. Carve a scary face
into a pumpkin, throw
a candle in and what do
you get?
9. Another name for 7
down
10. Red, Yellow, Green &
a common filling for 13
across
12. If I only had a brain...
13. Many grandmas
make these desserts
very well.
15. The most spooktacular month of the year
18. The PS in PSL
20. A common pattern
on 2 down
21. Crunchy & colorful
DOWN
1. The sweet version of a
yellow vegetable.
2. The material of warm
fall button-ups.
3. No words rhyme with
this color
5. Holiday revolving
around family & food
6. Inspiration for a beloved Swallow Robin
open house
7. Trip & _________
8. Farmers are working
on this right now (see
Matt. 9:37)
10. A sweet drink for
fall events.
11. Precipitation that
looms in the near future
14. Get lost in a ________
16. Gobble
17. The reason you haven’t seen any of your
3WW friends this week.
19. Fall pick-a-dates
revolve around carving these.
For the answers to this
weeks crossword, email
lauren_rink@taylor.edu!

Photograph provided by Andrew Paul Davis

“Who is that?! they were amazing!”
So, stop just singing in your car,
and try out for MyGen.
echo@taylor.edu

Want your tweets
featured in The Echo?

Seth
Johnson
Senior:
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Junior:

Hashtag #TaylorU to
any of your Taylorrelated tweets for
next week's paper!

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Kia Apple@ kiaexapple
Let's be honest, who's skipping
their 9am class tomorrow for
@Melon_Gourd? #tayloru

caroline@ caroline_kemper
The shock I feel when people
choose to stand up while doing
school work speaks to my lazy
spirit #TaylorU
Jack McNeil@ jack_mac34
To whoever stole my laundry
basket: grace abounds, but still
know that you have become the
number one target on Drew and
I's most wanted list. #tayloru
Jason Hiegel@ Hiegel_Eagle
Aaaand I am reminded once again
that I live on the best floor on
campus #ltb #tayloru
Lo@ laurenvock
my last broho serenade was
beautiful! the lasts are already too
much and it’s only october third.
#tayloru
William Silas Vinson@ svinthekid
After living on 3CW for over a
year now (and thus being 3WW’s
neighbor for that span of time), I
have finally determined what their
acronym stands for. You’d think
it’s “3rd West Wengatz,” but the
real answer may surprise you.
3: We don’t
W: abide by
W: quiet hours
#TaylorU
JoHannah@ jo_lindsay_
Happy Monday I just walked into
the guy’s bathroom in Reade with
so much confidence. #tayloru
Sam from Save Point

@SamMooreMusic

One of the most valuable things I
gained in my #tayloru education
is the ability to spell Dietrich
Bonhoeffer without looking it up.

A&E

The greatest joys and deepest sorrows of our
lives seem to come forth most willingly through
poetry. Poetry possesses a unique ability to
portray poignant emotions in a way few other
forms of art can.
Creating beauty with the powerful music of words
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A Triumphant band to visit Epworth UMC in Matthews

Gospel quartet will fill stage
with sound and mission
Chrysa Keenon
Co-Editor in Chief

It is not often that a quartet that
has made the Top 40 as well as
having six number 1 songs hit the
charts comes to Matthews, Indiana. But for the Triumphant Quartet, it’s all about paying back roots
and creating a good time.
The Triumphant Quartet is made
up of Eric Bennett, David Sutton,
Clayton Inman and Scotty Inman,
according to the band’s website.
Bennett said the group has been
together since its humble beginnings in 2002. The group started
out singing typical quartet music,
which slowly began to grow into
more of a ministry. Now, Bennett
describes the group as both worship leaders as well as entertainers.
The band is based out of Tennessee, specifically the Pigeon Forge
and Gatlinburg area. The band
has been touring since 2008, and
according to Bennett, they are
gone for nearly six months every
year doing multiple events. In the
past month, the band has traveled
to states as far east as Pennsylvania and as far west as California,
as well as reaching up north into
Canada as well.

Photograph by triumphantquartet.com

A gospel quartet comes to pay back roots.

Triumphant Quartet has been
voted the Fan Favorite Quartet
of the year for a decade in Singing News Magazine, according to
Damon Moorman (’03). As Webmaster and Concert Coordinator for Epworth United Methodist
Church (Epworth UMC), Moorman
believes bringing Triumphant to
the church will be beneficial to

everyone involved.
“I believe every concert we’ve had
has had an impact on those that attend, and this one will be no exception,” Moorman said. “People will
be touched to the depths of their
hearts and leave the concert with
renewed spirits. The concert ministry has a wide outreach beyond the
local community and we often have

attendees come from out of state.”
Epworth UMC has a maximum
seating of 200, so Moorman believes the concert will be intimate
and worshipful. This will be the
third time Triumphant will be coming to the church to perform.
Bennett said part of the reason they are coming is to say hello to a friend within the church.

Are video games are a waste of time or not?
Looking at video games
as an art form
Carson Jacobs
Contributor

“You have five more minutes before I
make you get off the Nintendo!”
Almost any person who has invested time in the wonderful hobby of video games has heard this
statement coming from their mother at one point or another and shuddered, especially if they were playing
an Xbox instead.
When you were found playing video games, it felt as if you were caught
lying around, doing nothing of value.
You accomplished no mental or physical work — or so it was assumed.
Culture has perceived and, to
an extent, still does perceive video
games as the “Twilight” of the art
world. They’re pointless, they waste
your time, they turn kids into violent
or useless members of society and any
other number of statements plague
society’s view of video games.
One problem with this worldview
is that many current adults may have
seen the wrong video game at the
wrong time. Perhaps “Pong” was their
introduction to the world of interactive virtual storytelling and, if I’m to
be honest, that may put most people
off. But video games cannot be judged
from one example. Music has “Friday,”
books have “Moon People” and film
has “Sharknado.”

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

Jonathan Jones, art critic for The
Guardian, in response to video games
as art, stated, “No one ‘owns’ the
game, so there is no artist, and therefore no work of art.”
That argument might work if it
didn’t devalue every piece of collaborative art that has been constructed since the dawn of humanity.
Even coming from the stance of video games’ interactivity ruining its
chances of becoming art is a hollow
point. Books are created to be read,
so does the act of reading them cause
them to lose their beauty? Does playing one of Mozart’s pieces again lower its intrinsic value as art? Does

trying to emulate Bob Ross force the
creation to become less than it was?
Absolutely not. Our generation has
been encouraged so heavily to “interact” with art, yet arguments such as
Jones’ crop up that send mixed signals. Does too much interactivity
preclude a creation from being considered art?
Another argument the media
loves to perpetuate is that video
games are too violent and disturbing,
thereby making those who play them
violent and disturbed. Those who believe video games do this and more
traditional forms of art don’t haven’t seen Francis Bacon’s “Painting

1946” or Caravaggio’s “Judith Beheading Holofernes.”
My simple point is video games
are art, “Goat Simulator” notwithstanding. There are incredible examples of this throughout the decades,
but especially some released within
the last six or seven years. And can
an entire hobby be judged by just
a few of its less-than-refined members? Just as there are genres of
books and music, there are genres of
video games as well. I don’t consider
Modern art as beautiful as Renaissance art, but it has still been accepted by the art community. “Fifty
Shades of Grey” doesn’t scream Tolkien or Dostoyevsky to me, but it’s still
a book, and books are an accepted
form of art.
So why does the general population judge video games by standards
so harsh that they don’t make sense?
“Call of Duty” holds less artistic merit than something such as “The Last
of Us,” but both are video games, and
both are art.
Whether it’s the argument that
they’re mindless, they’re too violent,
or they just don’t convey the human
experience to the consumer, the main
point still remains: video games fulfill
many of the same criteria that other
pieces of art do in order to be considered art. They have visual art, music,
performances, and stories. So what
really is a video game but a culmination of the multiple art forms we’ve
enjoyed for centuries?
echo@taylor.edu

Creating beauty with the powerful music of words
A reflection on poetry
Elizabeth Hartmann
A&E Editor

“Poems speak of the mortal condition;
in poems we muse (as we say) about the
tragic and glorious issues of our fragile
and brief lives: our passions, our dreams,
our failures,” Mary Oliver said in her book
“Rules for the Dance: A Handbook for
Writing and Reading Metrical Verse”
People have expressed their thoughts
and emotions through poetry since
ancient times. From the epic adventures of Beowulf to the heartbreaking

power of the psalms, poetry is the voice
of humanity.
The greatest joys and deepest sorrows
of our lives seem to come forth most willingly through poetry. Poetry possesses a
unique ability to portray poignant emotions in a way few other forms of art can.
Because of this the poem acts as a form
of communication between the writer and the reader. The reader’s perspective on the poem gives it more depth
and meaning.
“Poems encourage us to notice things
that we have missed and to see common things in new ways,” Michael Austin
said in “What Kind of Truth is Beauty?:

A meditation on Keats, Job, and Spiritual poetry.”
Each word must fight for its place in a
poem. Every word and every line is carefully written, re-written and labored over until
the writer coaxes out the perfect rhythm
and cadence.
The letters form the words. The words
create the music. The stanzas whisper a
song.
“I would define, in brief, the poetry
of words as the rhythmical creation of
beauty,” Edgar Allan Poe said in “The Poetic Principle.”
Poetry is a dance of words — black footprints staining white paper and moving

P OE TS CO RNE R
A View of London
By Hope Bolinger

A&E
Stay Up To Date

Mala Iqbal Art Exhibit
Today – Oct. 18
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

C.S. Lewis and Friends
Tea
Today — 4 p.m.
Zondervan Library 142

Triumphant Quartet Concert
Oct. 11 — 7 p.m.
Tickets $10
105 W 8th St.
Matthews, Ind.

They say London is made of
fat Globes and warm beef ale
pies and one Eye that
o’er looks the city lights
I have another eye for
cold rain that seeps through
waterproof boots as they
pass by a man in a puddle
blanketed and asking for spare change

Do ghosts,goblins, and other spooky experiences make your skin crawl?
Submit your spookiest fiction to elizabeth_hartmann@taylor.edu
Word Co unt: 150 words or less
SPOOKY SHORT STORIES

D e a d line : O c to ber 13

The other part is to spread the
word of God and lead a solid worship concert.
“You have to love what you do,”
Bennett said. “Hopefully there will
be something at the concert that
everybody there will enjoy.”
According to Moorman, Epworth
UMC is able to host large name
concerts due to the budget provided by the Concert Outreach Ministry. There is one donation-based
fundraising event each year, but
the rest of the money comes purely
through concert attendees. Moorman also believes God’s grace
comes into play as well.
Moorman said that the timing
of Triumphant Quartet coming
to this church was not planned
around Homecoming Weekend at
Taylor, but worked out well.
Westward Road, a gospel trio
consisting of Scott, Kelli and
Garrett Roberts will be featured
as special guests in the concert.
This family trio is based out of
Indianapolis, according to the
band’s website.
The concert will be held on
Thursday, Oct. 11 at 105 W 8th St.
in Matthews. Doors open at 6 p.m.,
the concert begins at 7 p.m. Tickets will be sold for $10 for general admission and are available for
purchase on the church’s website.
echo@taylor.edu

Th e t o p st o r ies w il l be publ i shed i n T h e E c h o

Homecoming & Family
Weekend Concert
Oct. 12 — 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Chapel Auditorium

OPINIONS
TheEchoNews.com

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

“Whether students are traditional, commuters or
visitors from other schools, I believe there is more we
as a university can offer online through education
and accessibility.”
Join the online badwagon
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Join the online bandwagon
Taylor would benefit from
more online gen-eds
Alyssa Roat
Online Editor
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Drew Shriner
Opinions Editor
Ari Lemont
Copy Chief

Grace Hooley
Features Editor
Rayce Patterson
News Co-Editor

Holly Gaskill
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Our View

Teetotaling Taylor
What the LTC says
about alcohol
On May 11, 2018, The Echo printed an
opinion article called “How the LTC
is hurting Taylor,” by Annabelle Blair.
The article took a look at Taylor University’s prohibition on alcohol and
advocated for a change to be made
to the Life Together Covenant (LTC)
in order to allow students who met
the legal age requirement to drink
off campus.
Last week, The Echo Editorial
Board got together to discuss the
LTC’s policy against alcohol consumption. While the topic remains controversial, there was a lack of consensus
about what the LTC actually said and
what it did not.
The LTC states in its entirety, “The
community recognizes the potential
risk to one’s physical and psychological well-being in the use of alcoholic beverages. It also recognizes that
use of alcoholic beverages can significantly and negatively impact the
community. Accordingly, faculty,
staff, and students will refrain from
the use of alcoholic beverages. Alcoholic beverages are not served at any
University functions or programs on
or off campus.”
The core component of this prohibition is community. Dean of Students Jesse Brown believes alcohol
does not increase the kind of community that the Taylor as a whole desires.
The presence of alcohol can make it
easier for more activities that are detrimental to community to occur by
lowering people’s self-control. As Title
IX coordinator, Brown is concerned
that alcohol can lead to more cases
of sexual assault and sexual harassment. He also believes alcohol can
also be used as a coping mechanism
and can allow someone to avoid personal reflection.
This policy is not just for students
enrolled at Taylor, but also applies to
faculty and staff employed with Taylor
as well. The Editorial Board in their
discussion mentioned they believed
there was an exception; as long as
faculty and staff do not drink in the
presence of Taylor students, they can
drink alcohol off campus.
Although this is believed to be
common knowledge on campus, the
LTC does not list such an exception.
Greg MaGee, professor of biblical
studies, believes it’s important that

students, faculty and staff all adhere
to this rule.
“There is an importance since
we’re all in this together,” MaGee said.
“We’re all – faculty, staff, students –

choosing to be here and recognizing
the benefits of being a part of this
specific community. So I do like the
idea that faculty, staff and students
are all buying into the same LTC, that
we’re all saying ‘yes’ to this willingly.
We’re all saying for this period of time,
‘we’re happy to buy in to these values
and policies.’”
MaGee says the spirit of this prohibition is to free up the community by
taking alcohol off the table and to focus on things that are more important.
The LTC policy on alcohol finds its
scriptural basis in 1 Corinthians 8-10
and Romans 14-15, which, according
to MaGee, states that for Christians
the concern for the common good
ought to be higher than the concern
for individual freedoms and pleasures. Brown cites Galatians 5 and
says, while the life of a believer is not
defined completely by self-control,
having self-control is part of what it
means to be a believer.
During the discussion, The Editorial Board agreed to some points
within Blair’s article, and believes
Taylor should have more opportunities for students to learn about alcohol and substance abuse. This can be
done through many platforms, such
as chapel messages or faculty panel discussions.
“I think we probably have people
on our faculty and staff that have
worked or studied in contexts where
they’ve had to make decisions about
alcohol use,” MaGee said. “Some have
probably chosen to drink in responsible ways and others have chosen
to abstain. I think those would be
productive conversations and panel
discussions to talk about, especially
in the workplace.”
The Editorial Board stands by the
Life Together Covenant and its prohibition on alcohol. However, we agree
that Taylor should offer more ways for
students to learn about alcohol and
substance abuse from a distance,
such as in the context of chapel or
other classes.
The opinions expressed in Our View
columns reflect the views of The Echo
Editorial Board, and not necessarily
those of Taylor University.
echo@taylor.edu
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The LTC prohibits the consumption of alcoholic beverages.

Ever y semester,
m a ny stu d e n t s
struggle to fit the
classes they need
into their schedule.
Whether two mandatory classes are offered at the same
time or a class fills too quickly for a
student to get in, registration can
be frustrating.
However, with advising season approaching, there may be another option of which many students are not
aware: online classes taken during
the semester.
According to Taylor University Online (TUO)’s website, Taylor offers 110+
online courses that are available to the
public. These range from introductory biblical literature classes to 400 level
professional writing courses.
Though these classes are in theory
available to anyone, the majority of a
random sampling of students queried
did not know they were offered during
the semester.
Bruce Pratt is currently teaching an
online class, Bb KIN 100 Fitness for Life.
Pratt began teaching Fitness for Life online over ten years ago.
However, the blackboard version differs from the class he usually teaches
in a significant way. Most TUO classes
are offered in an open enrollment format, meaning students enroll at any
time and have four months to complete the class. This version, however,
is offered in a semester format like any
other class.
Students in Pratt’s class do not have
to meet for class at a specific time. Instead, they are provided with resources
and given online assignments. Meanwhile, Pratt teaches the class from afar.
Thus, all involved are able to participate
in a way that fits their schedules.
It seems like this is a helpful model.
So, why aren’t more Taylor classes offered this way?
As a junior at Taylor, I still have
difficulties getting into classes. As
a freshman and sophomore, it was

Photograph by Jerusha Lindsay

Sophomore Becca Jones studies using her laptop.

worse. Many of the gen-ed classes I
needed were full long before my registration time slot opened. The ones
that remained often conflicted with
one another.
After talking with other students, I
learned that many had the same problem. I realized that if conflicting classes
were offered online, we would be able to
take whatever classes we needed without worrying about time slots.
Professor Linda Taylor has also
taught many online classes, including
classes for on-campus students when
their schedules didn’t allow them to
take necessary classes.
“I think there are big possibilities
with online learning that Taylor could
explore,” Taylor said.
Granted, teaching online classes does not come without its own set
of struggles.
Taylor stated that she believes it is
better to take in-person classes if possible. She pointed out that a classroom
setting can offer better opportunities
for conversant teaching, group work
and class interactions.
Pratt also noted some difficulties, citing clarity issues with online communication and delays in response time.
Both also noted the increased
amount of time it takes to set up an

online class, though Pratt observed that
this is offset by the lack of time spent
in class.
However, as Blackboard improves,
these communication issues are also
improving. For example, in Pratt’s Bb
Fitness for Life class, students participate in discussions via the discussions
tab. For classes offered like this during
the semester, students can still communicate and collaborate.
Thus, I believe it would be beneficial
for Taylor University to actively promote and offer more gen-ed classes to
students during the semester.
Not only would it help students
who are unable to attend classes due
to schedule conflicts, but Taylor also
pointed out other potential benefits.
She observed that online classes
would be helpful for non-traditional students who commute, increasing
likelihood of attendance. She also noted
that Taylor could offer online classes to
high school and homeschool students,
which would bring in more money for
the school.
Whether students are traditional, commuters or visitors from other
schools, I believe there is more we as a
university can offer online through education and accessibility.
echo@taylor.edu

MyGen offers a unique Taylor experience
Taylor students should
participate in MyGen
Carlee Svec
Contributor

Fall Semester : a
time filled with reunions with friends,
football games and
figuring out how
you’re going to finish all 12 papers due this semester. I
think it’s safe to say that campus is
buzzing with energy and full of life.
But, with the whirlwind of activities
on campus it can be easy to get lost
in the never-ending announcement
emails and wing traditions. Among
the midst of every Taylor tradition,
there is one special event that really makes fall semester come alive.
That’s right folks, MyGen season
is upon us once again and this year
is rumored to be a memorable one.
Not sure what this crazy cool night
is? Do you have a musical talent you
are willing to showcase to the Taylor student body? Are you a MyGen
vet who wants to audition again? As
a Taylor Student Organization Student Activities Council member, I’m
here to answer all your questions
and provide you with a little insight
as to how this event has impacted
our campus in the past.
MyGen is defined by senior Katie Klingstedt as a “musical showcase put on by the Student Activities
Council every year to exhibit the
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Sophomores John Kelly, Tim Hudson and senior Ryan Jones practice for this year’s MyGen.

talents of different students across
campus.”
Sophomore Lauren Smith enjoyed listening to different varieties of music by her generation for
her generation, played by students
from all over campus.
Kristen Pogue, sophomore, is auditioning for MyGen because she
sees it as a great opportunity to play
a variety of music and because MyGen has a fun, party atmosphere.
Not sure if MyGen is for you?
“Just do it because you don’t have
many opportunities to be able to
do something like this in your life,”
Pogue said.
The music selection is always
songs from the year the senior class

was born until present, so, this year
it’s any song from 1996 and onward.
Think Tupac to Taylor Swift, and
Metallica to Maroon 5. The genre,
artist, and song choices are endless!
So, if you’re looking to serenade us
with Celine Dion, or shake your
thing to Shakira sign up to audition!
Have a song, but no band? Have
a band, but no singer? Use our musician database (link in the student
announcement) to find some people
to connect with so you make your
act amazing!
Auditions are October 9 and 10
and you can sign up to audition today in the dining commons from 5
p.m–7 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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“We definately were focused on coming out
and just making sure we did our job. We made
sure we were focusing on our goals and we were
sticking to the game plan.”
Men’s tennis comes up short in tournament
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Taylor women’s tennis falls from Grace
Women’s tennis stumbles
in the Crossroads
League opening round
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

Despite losing in the opening round
of the Crossroads League tournament, women’s head coach Jon Wegener would not have had his first
season go any other way.
Wegener, a former assistant
coach at James Madison University, took the reins this season and
continued a tradition of winning.
The 9–5 season marked the fourth
straight winning season for the
women’s tennis program.
“You always want to win,” Wegener said about the Grace match.
“But my favorite part about my first
season has been getting to know
the girls.”
The Taylor women’s tennis team
beat Indiana Institute of Technology (Indiana Tech) on Saturday,
Sep. 29, to cap off the regular season. The win on senior night was
followed by a loss to Grace College
in the opening round of the Crossroads tournament on Oct. 2.
In the Indiana Tech match, the
Trojans had the advantage right
away because Indiana Tech did not
show up with a full team. However,
the players were not any less concerned about their opponent.
“I was feeling a little bit nervous
because (Verodimenez) has beaten
a lot of players that I’ve had close
matches with,” Senior Molly Fletchall said about her one singles opponent. “But I came out there pretty
confident, so that’s why I think I got
the win.”
Fletchall won her one singles
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Senior Corinne Hoffman looks to hit an oncoming ball during Saturday’s tournament

match 6–2, 6–4, but fell in her doubles matchup.
Taylor would only lose their two
singles and one doubles matches,
as the Trojans came out on top 7–2.
Fletchall said the confidence of the
Trojans was on their side.
“They’re a good team,” Fletchall
said. “But I think we came out with
the energy, had a lot more practice
and had a lot more matches, so we
were able to get the win.”
Both Fletchall and Wegener
noted all of the seniors got to play
against Indiana Tech. A win with
help from the senior class closed
the season on good terms.
Indiana Tech on the other hand

headed back to Fort Wayne with
some unanswered questions about
their play.
“We need to improve our net play,”
Brock Orlowski, Indiana Tech men’s
and women’s tennis head coach
said.“ We didn’t finish at the net well
enough. We need to make sure we
are taking opportunities when we
get them and not wait for them to
come around again and again.”
Orlowski,a first year head coach,
said that despite the loss, he was
happy with most of his players’
performances.
Heading into the Grace match, the
Trojans looked to even the score after losing to the Lancers 5–4 in their

Sept. 22 meeting. Unfortunately, Taylor could not overcome Grace, losing
6-3.
“This time we lost in two key doubles matches and we didn’t back it up
with singles either,” Wegener said. “I
thought we had a pretty good chance
to win.”
The Taylor one doubles team duo
of Fletchall and junior Alexa Kling
put up a fight against their Grace opponent, but it was not enough. The
only Taylor wins came from two doubles, two singles and three singles.
Closing the first chapter of the Wegener era, the Trojans hope to compete well in the spring. Wegener said
after getting to know his new team,

Men’s tennis comes up short in tournament
The Trojans lose to their
last two opponents,
finishing 3-11
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

Sophomore Christen Jacquottet
threw his tennis racquet into the
empty bleachers following his one
singles match last Saturday. Not every season goes as expected and for
the Taylor men’s tennis team, their
fall season was no exception.
The Trojans ended their season on
Sep. 29, losing to Indiana Institute of
Technology (Indiana Tech) 8–1. Following their loss, the Trojans also fell
to Marian University in the Crossroads
League Tournament quarterfinals, 6–1.
“I was hoping we would improve
and prepare for the league tournament first round against Marian,”
Taylor men’s tennis head coach Don
Taylor said of the expectations going
into the Indiana Tech match. “Hopefully, they would get some good experience against good competition that
would be beneficial for them going
into the first round.”
The Trojans were coming in with
a four-match losing streak and were
looking for their first win since Sept.
19 against Saint Francis.
Jacquottet said the confidence of

Scoreboard
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Junior Andre Danelli prepares to return a hit during Saturday’s tournament

the team was not very high coming
into the Indiana Tech match.
“Usually we go into a match like,
‘Yeah, we’re going to do our best,’ but
deep down it’s more like, ‘Yeah . . .
it’s going to be hard and we’re going
to lose again,’” Jacquottet said. “It’s
hard when you’re . . . in a cycle like
this where you’re already in a losing mentality.”
The “losing mentality” clouded the
focus of the Trojans as they went on
to struggle against an Indiana Tech
program with a new coach.
First year men’s and women’s tennis head coach, Brock Orlowski, said
his Indiana Tech team was not concerned with the Trojans record coming into the match.
“Whether we’ve beaten them in

the past or not, we don’t pay attention to records in terms if we’re going
to beat them or not,” Orlowski said.
“We definitely were focused on coming out and just making sure we did
our job. We made sure we were focusing on our goals and we were sticking
to the game plan.”
With a couple of key doubles wins
at the start of the match, Orlowski
said he thought his men’s team came
out fast and accomplished their goal.
The lone Trojans senior, Stephen
All, was the only Trojans player to
win their match against Indiana Tech.
He beat his number three singles opponent, 3–6, 6–2, 10–4. Following the
match, Taylor reminded his players
that their next match was like the beginning of a new season.
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Senior
L 49-36
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of the

Year
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Hometown

Fishers, IN

Major

Management

9/29 Bethel

L 4-2

Psychology

10/3 Goshen

L 3-1
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Women’s Soccer
9/29 Bethel

W 2-0

10/3 Goshen

W 3-0
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10/6 Sienna Heights (A) 4 p.m.

MEN’S GOLF
10/8 Egypt Valley Championship (A) 8 a.m.
10/8 Egypt Valley Championship (A) 9 a.m.

MEN’S SOCCER
10/6 Grace (A) 2 p.m.
10/10 Marian (A) 7 p.m.

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
10/5 Bethel Invitational (A) 5:45 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
10/5 Grace (A) 7 p.m.
10/6 Saint Francis (A) 4 p.m.
10/10 Spring Arbor University (A) 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S GOLF
10/5 Players Club Invitational (A) 12 p.m.
10/6 Players Club Invitational (A) 9 a.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
10/6 Grace 7 p.m.
10/10 Marian (A) 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
10/5 Bethel Invitational (A) 5 p.m.

FOOTBALL

Athletes

Football

FOOTBALL

Tyler Gerig

VOLLEYBALL

Results
from T aylor
Athletics
9/29 Saint Xavier

“Results (of the regular season) determine your seating, but other than
that it’s starting at 0–0 again,” Taylor said. “We have to look at it as a
new start.”
However, the rematch against
Marian University did not turn out
much different for the Trojans. The
only Taylor win was claimed by the
one doubles team of Jacquottet and
junior Andre Danelli.
Despite how the Trojans ended up this season, Taylor still has
hope for his young team going into
the spring.
“Our freshmen had to step in and
play a starting position,” Taylor said.
“Two of them played at different positions at singles and two of them
played at doubles. There’s a number
of freshmen that are able to come in
and play at our level, but for a majority of freshmen, it’s a big adjustment.
So, I think one of the biggest things
was the inexperience we had.”
Taylor also pointed to the low
confidence level as a factor for why
the team underperformed this season. Taylor said coming into the
season with three losses ate at the
mentality of players.
The men’s tennis team will be
back in action this spring season.
The schedule has not been finalized yet.
echo@taylor.edu

he is excited to see what they can do.
“Having hard work for a team is
vital,” Wegener said, “But seeing the
team do the hard work with intensity is special for a coach . . . it will be
interesting to see who decides to put
in hard work during the offseason.”
The spring will be a farewell tour
for a team with five seniors. Four of
five seniors currently make up the
top six singles, so a reconstruction
is on the horizon.
The spring schedule is not finalized on the Taylor Athletics website
yet. According to Wegener, there are
still a couple of games in the process
of being scheduled.
echo@taylor.edu

